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Let's just get something straight right off the bat- this
virus might be the "new kid" on the block, but it's not
the block's first time laying its eyes on these types of
kids, you see what I'm saying? Look, Coronaviruses, or
(CoV), are just members of a bigger family of viruses
that can cause illnesses that range from the common
cold to more severe cases such as the Middle Eastern
Respiratory Syndrome, or (MERS-CoV), and Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome, or (SARS-CoV). 

This COVID-19? It's just a NEW strain that
was discovered (AND NOT DEALT WITH) in
late 2019. Interestingly enough,

although most Coronaviruses
effect animals and humans,
COVID-19 has baffled our
doctors as they haven't found
sufficient evidence to
conclude the same with this
CoV, as this one is mainly
human-oriented. In other
words, it's kinda like this
virus was made exclusively
for us human beings to enjoy!
It begs a conspiracy theory
but I digress...

NEW KID
ON THE
BLOCK.



Many, especially in the U.S., suspect it
was caused by the consumption of some
exotic animals, as it is common in China
to eat all the things that would give
animal lawyers a chance at a true
magnum opus. However, nothing has
been truely confirmed as every source
seems to doubt what it is that actually
happened. 

22
The world's first case of COVID-19 was
traced back to an animal market in the
Chinese City of Wuhan. It is believed that
is was from contact of an infected COVID-
carrying animal. The market has since
been closed. 

If COVID-19 went to a TONIGHT show and
was asked, "What do you think helped
you get as popluar as you are now?" It
would say, "Well, I began to grow in
fandom as all my fans flew to China for
the Chinese New Year, then promptly
returned home."

BACKGROUND
CHECK:

CHINACHINA



New York is currently ON PAUSE as it is said
that are non-essential workers are to work
from home (which isn't applicable to all non-
essential workers) and everyone should
maintain a six-foot distance from one another.
Also, every single money-getting building is
advised to close down so that things can be
resolved as quickly as possible. I mean, sure, it's
a burden for members of the middle and lower
class who need employement to aid their
families but what can you really do? Risk
getting infected and risk infecting your loved
ones? Fear not! As the NYSHD declared paid sick
leave to all its employees. Which is good on one
hand, but not all jobs have paid leave for its
workers. For example, I work at a catering
business, and it's not that I'm asking for paid
leave, but there are many workers that might
need that money to help their own, so where do
they get aid? Also I wouldn't mind getting paid
sick leave either so...

(>  <3THE
BIG
APPLE
IS
SICK!

It is a surprise to no one that New York is within
the top 10 most affected states. I mean, you
don't get the title of "Capital Of The World" for
nothing.



Citizens that are panicking
99.7%

Infected
0.3%

Just some REALLY important data for all the people who are panicking

People that are panicking, and buying supplies like they're preparing for hibernation
90.8%

Citizens taking normal precautions as they would any other disease
9.2%

New York, WHO

Globally, IMO
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COVID-19 arrived in New York as expected
and the stat took swift action in order to
help contain it. As days went on, more and
more people were getting infected with the
virus including a student in John Jay. When
it became obvious that COVID-19 had
become a bigger threat to everyone
including the 250,000 CUNY and SUNY
students, measures were placed to
minimize the damage. In the same week
students had tested positive, Governor
Andrew Cuomo announced for the
remainder of the Spring 2020 term, colleges
will begin moving towards distance-
oriented learning. This allows for students
and faculty to still be able to learn and
teach in the comfort of their homes to
decrease the campus population to just
essential personnel. This was in response to
the CDC and WHO stating that it is
recommended that no mass gatherings
should occur for the next incoming weeks.

CUNY/SUNY
FIGHTS BACK!
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LEHMAN COLLEGE

Throughout the potential outbreak of
the Coronavirus, Lehman’s Interim
President, Daniel Lemons, sent out
emails to all faculty and students in
order to ensure that the faculty and
staff of Lehman college are aware of the
risks. These emails were updates on
how Lehman College is operating during
this crisis and how it is moving forward
toward remote learning. The college was
given a week to prepare their classes to
convert to online teaching.  (NOT ALL
TEACHERS ARE ELECTRONICALLY ADEPT
WHICH IS REALLY FRUSTRATING BUT
WHATEVER I GUESS) There are still
classes theoretically still happening on
campus. These are mainly lab oriented
classes that are impossible to replicate
online and are necessary to be taught
on site.
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Reportedly on March 10th 2020, President
Lemons sent out an email that stated only 20%
of the classes had at least partial online
elements for their classes. This was an issue at
first because that meant thousands of students
would not be able to take their classes online
when the remote learning took effect. That is
why for a week, CUNYs and SUNYs were in
recess to allow time for Lehman and it’s faculty
to move towards their class online. But some
are difficult to move towards online classes.
This mainly includes classes such as math that
are taught on site and are given homework
online. Some professors instead, provided other
sources such as YouTube videos as some sort of
solution that will allow students to still learn
while they look for a permanent solution. Once
that was fixed, the next issue was the syllabus
and more importantly grading and
tests/quizzes. There are several classes that
grade based on your participation, attendance
(which is now graded based on your appearance
in live class conferences, etc.) The classes were
the easy part but for students, this proved to be
difficult, especially on such short notice.

WHAT
ABOUT
OUR
FACULTY?
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It is normal for students to be excited when they are given
breaks from classes. But given the circumstances, this
could be really bad for some or even most of the students.
Moving towards online learning means that students and
professors can work from the comfort of their homes,
given that it is actually comfortable. There are a good
portion of CUNY and SUNY students that do not have
access to good internet and/ or a computer to work from.
So having all classes being online could mean that they
cannot participate in class and could fail their classes.
CUNY’s response is to provide laptops and tablets to those
students in need. But the other issue is the internet.
Luckily, Spectrum is installing the internet into students’
homes in need, free of charge, while this pandemic is
happening. In a perfect environment this is perfect but
realistically, standard internet from spectrum is not
reliable because of traffic and most buildings have thick
walls that don’t allow good connection. Another issue
people might not enjoy is that some professors are asking
that for the online class, students are required to have a
webcam which is very uncomfortable to students.



Remote learning is a good step towards providing students with what

they paid for but, personally speaking, it is not the best solution. As

mentioned before, students are the most affected by this because they

weren’t prepared and were left in the dark. Students are expected to

solve everything thrown at them. Within one week, I was left with

no job (I was able to go, just not able to work) with no pay which

meant I had to pay more for a stable internet without concrete

direction on how to move forward on some of my classes.  Another

issue that I have personally is that I do not like the idea of having

a webcam to participate in class. I think it is creepy and an invasion

of my privacy. At this time, I am not trying to make any

unnecessary payments while I am not working without pay. This

situation is out of our hands and we are getting the most trouble for

it. The city must learn from this and be prepared for it next time.

Edwin's Thoughts



QUICK THANK YOU TO ALL OUR
MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS WHO
ARE DOING WHAT THEY CAN TO

END THIS PANDEMIC!!!

THANK YOU FOR
READING!


